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Digital advertising has come a long way since the first banner ads that were 
introduced to the web in 1994. According to Wired Magazine, the company 
HotWired launched banner ads from 14 companies. Each banner ad was 
468 pixels wide by 60 pixels deep. And legend has it that the very first one 
of these ads was from AT&T. The ad asked, “Have you ever clicked your 
mouse right HERE? You will.” And digital advertising was born.
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THE GROWTH OF DIGITAL ADVERTISING

Today, the internet is accessible everywhere we go, on our tablets and mobile phones. This has spurred 
tremendous growth in digital advertising. In fact, U.S. digital ad spending will reach $83 billion in 2017, 
representing an increase of 16%, according to eMarketer’s latest forecast. 

This growth in spend is for good reason – digital advertising produces a hefty ROI. Nielsen completed 
more than 800 studies over the past seven years, collaborating with more than 300 CPG brands and 
80 companies to measure the correlation between online advertising and offline consumer purchases. 
Nielsen concluded that brands can experience a return of almost three dollars in incremental sales for 
every dollar spent in online advertising.

In another study by BrandScience and Microsoft, it was shown online advertising not only delivers excellent 
ROI itself but also makes other media spend work harder.

When the researchers compared the difference in ROI performance between studies that have an online 
element and those that do not, the results were striking — adding online to the media mix has a positive 
impact on the campaign ROI for all media, from a delta of +4% for radio to +51% for outdoor and an 
astonishing +70% for television.
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Consumer confidence in advertising is also 
increasing. New research from YouGov found 
an increased shift in consumer confidence 
towards advertising. In YouGov’s 2014 survey, 
only a little over half the general population 
(56%) believed that the ads they saw, read or 
heard were honest. 

YouGov conducted the same survey recently 
and the results showed that almost three 
quarters of respondents (72%) now had 
confidence in the honesty of the advertising 
they saw. The proportion of respondents who 
claim to trust the ads that they see, read or 
hear has also risen from 50% in 2014 to 61% 
this year.

Source: Marketingcharts.com data source: YouGov

TRUST IN ADVERTISING AND 
PERCEPTIONS OF ADS’ HONESTY
BASED ON A SURVEY OF ALMOST 1,000 US ADULTS WHO 
SEE ANY ADVERTISING AT LEAST ONCE A MONTH

“Overall, how honest do you feel the 
advertisements you see, read, or hear are?”
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DIGITAL TRENDS

Americans spend over 10 hours a day on screens 
with about five of those hours spent on their 
smartphones. Mobile will be the main driver of 
digital’s growth this year, accounting for over 70% 
of digital spend and more than one-quarter of total 
media spend. As advertising spend continues to 
experience double-digit growth over the next two 
to three years, mobile ad spending is expected 
to surpass TV in 2019. BI Intelligence recently 
conducted research on the state of mobile advertising 
spend. Key takeaways include: 

 3 Display and video will be the fastest-growing 
mobile ad formats as digital ad dollars quickly 
shift from desktop to mobile, and ad products 
improve. US mobile display and mobile video ad 
revenues will grow at an astonishing Compound 
Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 96% and 
73%, respectively, between 2013 and 2018. 

 3 Mobile programmatic ad revenues, 
including ads sold through real-time 
bidding (RTB), will account for 43% of US 
mobile display-related ad revenue in 2018, 
up from only a 6% share in 2013. But 
programmatic will still be limited by the lack 
of robust cookie-based targeting on mobile.  

 3 In-app mobile ads perform much better than 
mobile web ads, and ad spend will likely follow 
performance and usage. In-app click-through 
rates averaged 0.56% globally, compared to 
0.23% for mobile web ads during the first half 
of the year, according to Medialets.

Advertising Spend Shifts to Mobile

62.6%

Percentage of Total Digital Ad Spend 
that is Mobile

2015, eMarketer
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Marketers are now able to reach their 
intended audience on mobile 60 percent of 
the time. That percentage seems impossible 
on desktop or traditional advertising, but is 
the norm for mobile advertising.

Social media advertising is also on the rise, growing 
at 20 percent a year. By 2019, social ad spend will 
be worth $50.2 billion compared to $50.7 billion for 
newspapers according to a study by ad agency Zenith.   
By 2020, social media will be “comfortably” ahead.

According to the report, “Advertising on platforms 
like Facebook and Twitter will account for 20 
percent of all internet advertising in 2019, up from 
16 percent in 2016.” Additional statistics on social 
media advertising include:

 3 Social media advertising budgets have doubled 
worldwide over the past 2 years—going from 
$16 billion U.S. in 2014 to $31 billion in 2016.  
(Statista)

 3 In 2017, analysts predicted a 26.3% global 
increase on spending for social media ads. 
(eMarketer)

 3 Twitter advertising revenue totaled $545 
million in Q3 of 2016, an increase of 60% year-
over-year. (Twitter) 

 3 Mobile advertising revenue accounted for 86% 
of total Twitter advertising revenue. (Twitter) 

 3 Ad recall from sponsored posts on Instagram 
was 2.9x higher than Nielsen’s norms for online 
advertising. (Instagram)

Rapid Growth of Social Media
430%
INCREASE

FROM 2013

Mobile Ad Spend 
Grows Exponentially

2015, eMarketer

 3 By the third quarter of 2016, Facebook brought 
in $6.8 billion in advertising revenue, up from 
$4.3 billion the year before. (Facebook)

 3 On Facebook, desktop ads have 8.1x higher 
click-through rates and mobile ads have 9.1x 
higher click-through rates than normal web 
ads. (Facebook)

 3 Over 70% percent of marketers plan to increase 
their use of video ads next year. According to 
a report by Mixpo, Facebook has become the 
platform of choice for video advertisers. 

 3 100% of the top 100 global brands have run 
YouTube ads in the past year. (Pixability) 
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Programmatic Advertising

Programmatic advertising is gaining in popularity. Programmatic advertising refers to the use of automated 
systems and data to make media buying decisions without human interference. Here is an overview of 
how programmatic advertising works:

1. Brands and advertisers bid for an ad space
2. These brands/advertisers place variables based on the price and market segment they are targeting
3. While a web page with an ad space is being loaded, the information that’s been gathered about the 

visitor is sent back and forth to an ad exchange
4. The space gets auctioned off to the highest bidder and the ad is placed. This all takes place within 

a fraction of a second

Outstream Video is Taking Over
Recent research shows that two-thirds 
of brand professionals discovered the 
power of outstream video this past 
year. According to eMarketer, 77% of 
agencies worldwide said the new format 
is going to be much more important to 
their clients’ futures.

So what exactly is outstream video? If 
you aren’t familiar with it you aren’t alone. 
According to AppNexus, “An ‘outstream’ 
video ad unit, also commonly referred 
to as ‘in-read’ or ‘native video’, is a new 
video advertising unit that autoplays 
in a large format player whenever a 
user navigates to it within text content 

(typically an article), even if the publisher 
doesn’t have their own video content. 
It’s called outstream because the video 
ad exists outside of online video content 
– also known as instream video content 
— where the ad plays either before (pre-
roll), during (mid-roll), or after (post-roll) 
the publisher’s video content.”

This ad format can also blend very 
well within the website and is more 
responsive. For example, a video ad will 
play when it comes into view and will 
pause automatically if only 50% of the 
ad is visible, resuming only after the ad 
is fully visible on the screen again.

Programmatic Spending 
is estimated to grow over 

by 2018.

IAB.com80%

(800) 523-7346 // info@v12data.com // www.v12data.com

http://www.v12data.com/v12-digital/
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The Rise of Over the Top (OTT)

This year will mark a milestone for digital advertising 
as it is expected to overtake TV for the first time.  
According to eMarketer, “In 2017, TV ad spending 
will total $72.01 billion, or 35.8% of total media 
ad spending in the US. Meanwhile, total digital 
ad spending in 2017 will equal $77.37 billion, or 
38.4% of total ad spending.”

Another report by the website Visual Capitalist 
also projected digital advertising to outpace TV 
advertising in the next few years. As consumers 
use more digital and mobile channels, sites such as 
YouTube, Twitter, Netflix, Hulu, and Amazon Prime 
Video are replacing traditional television news, 
programs, and entertainment.

The TV viewing landscape is experiencing rapid 
change with the rise of Over the Top (OTT) 
connected devices. Control has shifted into the 
hands of consumers who have more programming 
consumption choices than ever before.  This year, 
expect to see more internet-based TV platforms 
entering the market and more consumers cutting 
the cord on traditional TV viewership.  

With consumers now scattered among more 
devices and screens, brands and advertisers must 
adopt highly targeted and data-driven strategies to 
reach their target audiences. By leveraging more 
sophisticated ways of blending first and third-
party data, brands can hone in on audiences with 
targeted advertising using advanced segmentation 
techniques and household-based targeting.  

As more marketers turn to OTT advertising, OTT 
and streaming subscription video on demand 
revenue is expected to rise from $6.4 billion in 
2015 to $10.4 billion in 2020 (PWC Outlook).  

Advertisers can now execute data-driven 
OTT campaigns across screens, including CTV 
(Connected TV). As a premium data provider 
within Tru Optik’s OTT Data Marketplace, V12 
Data provides highly customized audience data 
to drive higher response.

In 2017, Digital Advertising 
is expected to overtake TV 
for the First Time. 
Source: eMarketer

http://V12 Data
http://V12 Data
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SCALE YOUR STRATEGIES

With the introduction of so many new digital 
channels, marketing unfortunately hasn’t caught 
up and data strategies are often divided between 
the offline world and the online world. It’s not 
uncommon for a company to have a digital 
advertising department, a social marketing team, 
and a separate team dedicated to offline or print 
strategies. However, consumers don’t differentiate 
between channels and expect their purchase 
experience and every brand interaction to be 
seamless, whether they are offline or online. 

Every marketer’s goal is to deliver the optimal 
experience to every customer at every interaction. 
With the rapid influx of data traversing in and 
out of channel systems, consumers fully expect 
brands to capture this data and use it to deliver 
personalized messages and experiences unique to 
their individual needs and expectations. 

What this ultimately boils down to is that consumers 
want to be treated like people, and implementing 
smarter strategies to use customer data can help 
companies deliver experiences with a human touch, 
at scale.

It wasn’t all that long ago when targeting pre-baked 
or profiled personas was the height of sophistication 
for most data-driven marketers. On-boarded 
catalog cooperatives powered what was promised 
to be the Magic Eight Ball of AdTech ingenuity.

This broad based and heavily modeled data was our 
only window into a consumer’s offline or “real-world” 

behavior. Back then, success was swift at the 
top of the funnel where large marketers could 
paint their brand across households with a wide, 
persona-driven-brush. On the other hand, at the 
lower end of the funnel, this same tactic couldn’t 
quite hit the mark for direct response or highly 
specific behavioral targets.

(800) 523-7346 // info@v12data.com // www.v12data.com

http://www.v12data.com/v12-digital/
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Data providers are now helping marketers succeed 
by delivering CRM segmentation, analytics, custom 
audiences and predicting likely behavior based on 
measurable results. A good chunk of this success 
is a nod to higher quality data standards across the 
board and the move towards more deterministically 
matched data. 

But, the critical shift has been up to us, the data 
providers, working with marketers and agencies, 
nudging them away from persona-based targeting 
towards custom segmentation. This level of 
customization aimed at increasing revenue has 
provided unprecedented insight to measure 
viewability, clicks, engagement and conversions 
that in turn feed future models and help construct 
a scaffolding for marketers to build a holistic view 
of their customers and prospects.

This level of custom segmentation has translated 
into unquestionable increases in revenue across 
display, device, video, and social. Beyond the 

60% of North American 
Advertisers reported improved 
click-through rates 
with people-based 
marketing
Source: Signal.co

short-term revenue lift, these insights often jump 
the silo’d walls of a brand’s internal marketing 
channels and provide in-depth knowledge on how 
to best engage customers and prospects into the 
ever elusive omnichannel dialogue.

And, it is precisely at the point of engagement 
where additional custom data must be applied to 
ensure these audiences are triggered to act when 
the impression is served. This has given rise to the 
concept of people-based marketing, a data-driven 
approach that focuses on connecting brands with 
actual individuals across devices and channels.

The Rise of People-Based Marketing
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V12 Data Audience Targeting: Auto

 3  
Contains households that are currently in 
the market to buy aftermarket auto parts 
and service such as tires, cleaning supplies, 
motor oil, seat covers, tires, GPS vehicle 
devices, and more.

 3  
Contains households that are likely to bring 
their vehicle to a dealership for routine 
maintenance such as tune-ups, oil changes, 
tire rotation, and other preventative 
maintenance services.

 3  
Contains households in the market to buy a 
vehicle in the next 3-6 months. Current Make/
Model/Year of the vehicle, in combination 
with other household demographics and zip 
code data are combined to determine the 
likelihood to be in the market for a vehicle. 

INDUSTRY LEADING DATA ON 
200+ MILLION CONSUMERS 

AND 180 MILLION VINS

 3  
This segment contains households that are 
currently in the market to buy a vehicle in 
the next 6 months. These are qualified, 
intent-to-purchase consumers who have 
recently visited an auto dealer lot.

Learn more about V12 Data’s auto data online at www.v12data.com/automotive

AUTO AFTERMARKET PURCHASE INTENDER

AUTO SERVICE

IN-MARKET NEW AND USED MODELS

V12 SIGNALS™ AUTO PURCHASE INTENDERV12 Data possesses the largest and most accurate 
data in the automotive marketing industry to help 
you pinpoint your ideal audience when the moment 
is right. Our Auto database is 100% populated 
with Make, Model, and Year as derived directly 
from Vehicle Identification Numbers (VIN.) We 
conform to the Shelby Act, DPPA, and other similar 
legislation, making our auto leads appropriate for all 
types of marketing initiatives. What sets us apart:

http://V12 Data
http://www.v12data.com/automotive
http://V12 Data
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V12 Data Audience Targeting: Movers

A prime example of people based marketing is 
targeting new movers. According to the U.S. 
Census Bureau, roughly 45 million people move 
each year, meaning the average business needs to 
replace about 20% of its customer base that move 
away in any given year. Targeting new movers who 
are looking to establish a new relationship with 
local businesses should be an important strategy 
for industries and businesses of any type.

Marketers across industries understand the 
importance of targeting movers during these 
important periods of elevated spending and 
increased brand engagement. However, effective 
new mover marketing strategies require more than 
just purchasing a New Mover list from a third-party 
vendor. A data-driven approach, utilizing different 
types of mover data, analytics, and individual data 
insights will drive much higher engagement.

Many companies make the mistake of only targeting 
a household after the move is complete. Although 
New Mover targeting is a valued asset, recent 
studies indicate that up to 90% of homeowners 
make their major purchase decisions for their new 
home before leaving their current one. This means 
missed opportunities for companies only using 
standard new mover data.

Three phases of moving of which 
marketers need to be aware:

1. When the home is placed on the market for sale

2. When the home has a pending sale, typically  
1 – 6 weeks before the actual move

3. When a consumer has actually moved into their 
new residence

During each phase, consumers are more open to 
certain messaging than at other times during the 
moving process. For example, common pre-mover 
purchases include cable services, home warranties, 
home insurance, home improvement items, moving 
products, moving services, and more. And 85% of pre-
movers will use the first vendor that contacts them for 
home communications services, regardless of their 
satisfaction with their current provider. Additionally, 
70%-90% of spending decisions are made before the 
mover has left their current residence.

90% of homeowners make 
major purchase decisions for 
their new home before leaving 
their current one.

Learn more about V12 Data’s CPG Data online at www.v12data.com/v12-mover

http://V12 Data
http://www.v12data.com/v12-mover
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V12 Data Audience Targeting: Consumer 
Packages Goods (CPG)

TARGET CONSUMERS 
5X MORE LIKELY TO 
MAKE A PURCHASE

Learn more about V12 Data’s CPG Data online at www.v12data.com/consumer-packaged-goods

Our Consumer Packages Goods (CPG) data 
identifies consumers who have a propensity 
to be purchasers of a given product at a 
rate that is 20% higher than consumers of 
similar products. 

Research indicates that the internet will 
account for approximately 50% of CPG 
industry growth in the next five years. 
Consumers often begin their shopping trips 
online and when they do visit retail stores, 
they arrive with some idea of what they want 
to buy. CPGs have to set their brand apart 
when so many choices are quite literally at a 
consumers’ fingertips.

Many CPG data sets are often limited in scale 
across the digital ecosystem. In response, V12Data 
created a robust CPG digital audience solution 
with more depth and breadth than competitive 
solutions. Our process includes:

 3 Uses in-store purchase data along with a 
proprietary algorithm to model the original 
buyer and match attributes across our 208 
million consumer database to create a one-of-
a-kind CPG database

 3 To ensure accuracy, our methodology layers in 
over 260 additional offline consumer attributes 
to fine-tune and differentiate buyers who may 
splurge on only one type of product but are frugal 
elsewhere, versus consumers who consistently 
purchase luxury products across the board 

 3 Proprietary algorithm then finds high-
indexing “look-a-like” buyers for all 150 CPG 
segments, allowing marketers to target a 
larger pool of consumers who are 5x more 
likely to make a purchase

http://V12 Data
http://www.v12data.com/consumer-packaged-goods
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Our analytics capabilities allow you to understand 
purchasing behaviors, target unique segments, 
build application-specific models and prioritize 
opportunities to optimize marketing spend on just 
the right audience for each campaign.

With any custom audience creation, our account 
management team will help create a lifecycle 
marketing strategy and optimize custom segments 
to ensure you’re hitting your KPI and getting the 
best ROAS. V12 Data Custom Audiences can be 
deployed to most platforms and will always be 
exclusive to your organization.

 3 Use V12 data and choose the attributes that 
best fit the audience you’re trying to reach

 3 Overlay any number of our segments on 
your own CRM file to create hyper-targeted 
audiences

 3 Create multiple “and/or”combinations using 
Boolean logic to create high-level branding 
audiences, low-funnel direct response 
campaigns — and everything in between

 3 Give us a sample list of customers and we will 
combine our 1,000+ attributes with machine 
learning algorithms to create a custom audience 
with the scale needed to support your digital 
campaigns

 3 Combine CRM data with our proprietary PYCO 
Personality Data to add detailed personality 
profiles to your audiences for customized 
creative

V12 Data Custom Online Audiences

V12 DATA IS AVAILABLE ON 150+ OF THE MOST RECOGNIZABLE DIGITAL PLATFORMS:

Learn more about V12 Data’s custom audiencs online at www.v12data.com/v12-digital

http://V12 Data
http://V12 data 
http://V12 DATA
http://V12 Data
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Digital advertising today is now more 
sophisticated, personalized, and relevant.  
Consumers spend more time online than 
ever before and digital advertising offers an 
ideal way to reach multi-device, multi-channel 
consumers. 

As a premium data provider, V12 Data 
maps offline demographic, lifestyle, and 
purchase data into privacy-compliant online 
audience segments, applying skilled data 
blending and focus on individual-level data 
for superior results. Our clients leverage 13 
distinct audience categories and 1,900+ 
data segments to reach the most relevant, 
responsive online audiences.

Unlike most data providers, we deterministically match at the individual level to identify real 
people, not just their devices. This means that we are able to provide individual and customized 
data to help marketers keep pace with consumers as they journey across channels and 
touchpoints, and in turn, deliver one-to-one messaging to increase engagement.

Contact us today to see how our digital audiences can power your business objectives.

(800) 523-7346 // info@v12data.com
www.v12data.com
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